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spelling, and as a matter of custom the two forms are often
interchanged even by the most careful writers. The spelling*
given here is that of Isvara-kaula.
It should be remembered that w-matra in Kashmiri repre-
sents an original ?, so that the older form of guv* would be
gun. So Lalla has kuJd for hukr\ like, in 10 and 77; wojl
(97, end of line)., for wof'1, a mother; pushonl (39,49, end of line),
for pushon*, a florist; tliafi (335 end of line), for f-hilftl9 a shrine.
So, for the singular dative, we have wahaivanl^ for wahaicane^
flowing (573 end of line).
The Genitive Case.—Lalla's iise of the genitive differs some-
what from that customary in modern Kashmiri. Nowadays
there are three suffixes of the genitive, with sharply distin-
guished functions. These are -ukl\ -uun, and -Jwndu. The suffix
-nku is used with all singular masculine nouns without life.
In this case Lalla- follows the modern custom.
The suffix -uuu (fern, --tin,'1) is used only with singular male
proper names, as in rdmunu, of Rama. Lalla uses it with
other nouns also, .as in sammruu1^ of the universe (6); maranujl'1
(fern.), of dying (73-6); pii?iimu, of the month of Pausa (83);
Jiuda-Jiudiin* (84) (fern.), of unknown meaning ; and karmuii11
(fern.), of fate (107).
In the modern language -hondu is used: —
 (1)	With all feminine nouns, singular or plural.
 (2)	With all masculine plural nouns.
 (3)	With  all  animate  masculine   singular  nouns, except
proper names.
It governs the dative case, and as the dative singular of all
masculine nouns ends in s, we get forms such as &wra$-kondu,
of the thief; hastis-hon€lu, of the elephant. In such cases,
the h of -hondu is dropped after the sa and the form for animate
masculine singular nouns becomes as in fatim-soHd**. hasfi-sond*.
o	*
In two passages (88, K. Pr. 57) Lalla makes -hondu govern the
ablative, in luka-kondu, not luka-sondu^ of people. Possibly
this is for Iti/can-hond*> in the plural, with the n elided. The
word Ink- is employed both in the singular and in the plural
to mean ( people 5.
Adjectives.—Only the numerals call for remarks.   The word

